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Case Study – The Challenge
As freeform optics become more prevalent, it is important for manufacturers to have flexibility
when fabricating such optics.
Traditionally, QED's Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF™) machines have used a raster
toolpath to polish optics that lack rotational symmetry in either their aperture shape or surface
form.
However, a spiral toolpath may be desirable for a variety of reasons: to achieve a tighter edge
exclusion, to correct rotationally-symmetric features, or to polish high-NA optics that may exceed
the half-angle limits of raster polishing.
QED presents a new spiral toolpath polishing capability for surfaces that have circular apertures
but have a surface form that lacks rotational symmetry. This enables rotationally polishing
freeform optics, such as off-axis parabolas (OAPs) and toroids, in addition to tilted plano
surfaces or wedged (non-centered) spheres.
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MRF Overview
MRF is a highly deterministic polishing process
− One machine can polish planos, spheres, aspheres, cylinders, and
freeforms, without special fixturing or tooling
− MRF works well on many materials: optical glasses, glass ceramics, crystals
− QED’s line of MRF machines can polish a wide range of aperture shapes
and sizes: a few mm up to meter-class optics
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Motivation
If we could already polish freeforms and tilted/wedged rotationally-symmetric
surfaces with a raster toolpath, what is the point of enabling a rotational
toolpath?
− Improved efficiency and flexibility

•
•
•
•

Reduced edge effect
Larger parts
Higher NA parts
Can be better at smoothing
diamond-turning marks or
correcting rotationally-symmetric
figure error
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• Can be better at correcting MSF
• Typically requires less uniform removal
• Less sensitive to spot or motion errors

Polishing results: wedged sphere
50 mm diameter
134 mm convex radius

Previously, would not be possible to
rotationally polish without decentering and
causing metrology registration issues

− 100 microns of wedge

+
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2 nm rms residual in a twominute polishing run!

Polishing results: 100 µm departure Toroid
Made from best-fit sphere with MRF
Metrology provided by ASI(Q)

+
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>95% convergence!

90-micron departure freeform

Figure & best-fit-sphere radius correction – 1st run

Freeform departure from best fit sphere
of about 90 um PV.
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Before (left) and after (right) targeting both radius
error and irregularity, showing 6x improvement in
RMS. The displayed 60 mm aperture is the full
aperture, illustrating the minimal edge effect
benefit rotational polishing provide.

90-micron departure freeform

Figure & best-fit-sphere radius correction – 2nd run
Radius (% of target)

Final rotational freeform correction - ~3x
improvement in RMS. Improvement in radial
features and spokes, showing MSF correction
with rotational polishing. Data shown over 58
mm CA (1 mm edge exclusion), showing the
good edge with rotational polishing.
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Radius improvement performed over the
2 MRF corrections.

Conclusion
QED Technologies has enabled high-precision, deterministic correction of
freeform optics for many years.
Now, rotational polishing can be used for many freeforms, increasing flexibility
and adding another tool to an optics manufacturer’s toolbox.
− The strengths of rotational freeform include:
enabling higher NA freeform polishing,
reduced edge effects,
more efficient annular ring correction, and
more efficient smoothing of SPDT marks.

Additionally, tilted planos and wedged spheres can be polished in rotational
mode, adding new options for how MRF fits in to the overall manufacturing process.
This new MRF process offers advantages for diamond turned freeform optics
with round apertures that are increasingly used for space-borne systems.
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